### MONASH CHANGE DAY EXPO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.30 – 2.15pm | **CAREERS IN HEALTH**  
              Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences  
              Discover your options in studying in our suite of medicine, nursing and health science courses, including pathways and career outcomes. |
| 2.30 – 3.15pm | **HOW THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN AN ARTS DEGREE WILL SET YOU APART**  
              Arts  
              In today's competitive job market you will need more than a degree. Discover how an arts degree can help you prepare for the future of work. From study abroad opportunities to internships and leadership programs, you'll have every chance to stand out in a crowd. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND BACHELOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH**  
              Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences  
              Discover the flexibility and rewarding career outcomes of exploring a breadth of areas in population health. Both courses are also an excellent pathway into other degrees in medicine, nursing and health sciences. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **BECOME A TEACHER**  
              Education  
              Inspire future generations and become an in-demand teacher with an education degree at Monash. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **SCIENCE, ATARS AND PATHWAYS**  
              Science  
              Discover the various study options available in science and how you can boost the rank of your ATAR. Find out more about different pathways or how you can use a science degree to transfer into other courses. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **ENGINEERING – CHOICE, OPPORTUNITY AND EXPERIENCE**  
              Engineering  
              Hear all about engineering courses, the advantages of a double degree, alternative pathways, opportunities for industry experience, our student teams and amazing new facilities. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **THE MONASH GUARANTEE AND SPECIAL ENTRY ACCESS SCHEME (SEAS)**  
              General information  
              Did you submit your SEAS application through VTAC? Here's your chance to have all your questions answered about eligibility, benefits and what happens from here. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **DOUBLE YOUR OPPORTUNITIES WITH A DOUBLE DEGREE**  
              General information  
              Discover more about double degrees including course options, entry requirements and career opportunities. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **YOUR PATHWAYS TO MONASH**  
              General information  
              If you didn’t get the ATAR you’d hoped for, then this session is for you! Hear about our pathway programs and how you can get a direct pathway to select Monash degrees. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **IB STUDENT PRESENTATION**  
              General information  
              Still waiting for your results? We’ve got some tips to help make your course preference in January easier. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **PATHWAYS TO LAW**  
              Law  
              Didn’t get the ATAR you expected? It’s still possible to get a law degree from Australia’s only law school with guaranteed clinical legal experience – find out how. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **FUTURE PROOFING YOUR CAREER WITH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**  
              Information Technology  
              Explore the difference that a Monash IT degree can make and discover the paid industry opportunities available. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PATHWAYS AND SUPPORT SERVICES**  
              General information  
              Learn about the different pathway programs offered by Monash College, including the Monash College Diploma, the English bridging program and international student services. |
| 1.30 – 2.15pm | **ADMISSIONS TO MONASH EXPLAINED**  
              General information  
              Unsure if you’re going to get a Monash offer? This is the session for you. Our Admissions staff will cover course entry requirements, subject adjustments, SEAS and the Monash Guarantee. |
| 2.30 – 3.15pm | **ACCOMMODATION AT MONASH**  
              General information  
              Find out about all your accommodation options at Monash including the benefits of living on campus, as well as the support services available for those looking to rent in the private rental market. |
| 2.30 – 3.15pm | **THE RELEVANCE OF AN ARTS DEGREE IN A TECH-HEAVY WORLD**  
              Arts  
              While artificial intelligence continues to reshape the modern workplace as we know it, learn how an arts degree can help you acquire the critical skills to adapt, create and innovate within it. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **GENERAL INFORMATION**  
              **A/uni00A0DOUBLE DEGREE OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE MONASH GUARANTEE**  
              General information  
              Double your opportunities available. |
| 4.30 – 5.15pm | **SCIENCE, ATARS AND PATHWAYS**  
              Science  
              Discover the various study options available in science and how you can boost the rank of your ATAR. |
| 3.30 – 4.15pm | **PHARMACY OR PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES: WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?**  
              Pharmaceutical Sciences  
              Monash is #3 in the world for pharmacy and pharmacology. Learn about our two undergraduate courses, including what the difference is, pathways, careers and additional opportunities. |
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Speak to our faculty and Monash College representatives to get all your questions answered.
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General Information

Come and speak to representatives from Admissions, Scholarships, Student Fees, Access Monash, Disability Support Services and Yulendj Indigenous Engagement Unit.

Levels 1 and 2

Faculty and general information sessions.

TOURS

Art, Design and Architecture

Join a guided tour and explore our creative facilities. It will give you an insight of what it’s like to be an artist, designer or architecture student at Monash. Tours will run at 1pm, 2pm and 3pm. Meet our tour guides at the Art, Design and Architecture stand in H1.16.

Arts

Take an interactive tour of our multi-million dollar Monash Media Lab. Tours are running on the half hour from 12.30pm until 3pm during the Monash Change Day Expo. Meet at the Arts stand in H1.16 to be escorted to the Monash Media Lab.

Monash Student Life

Alumni Gallery

Don’t miss this Augmented Reality experience and find out where a Monash degree can take you.
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